A LITERARY JOURNEY ALONG THE DANUBE - FROM RUSE TO VIENNA - ORGANIZED BY THE HALMA NETWORK IN COOPERATION WITH PARTNER INSTITUTIONS IN AUSTRIA, BULGARIA, CROATIA, HUNGARY, ROMANIA, SLOVAKIA AND SERBIA.
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**WEDNESDAY, 19 OCTOBER 2011**
**Arrival of the boat MS Stadt Wien** | 12 pm

**THURSDAY, 20 OCTOBER 2011**
**Location:** A 38
**Exhibition opening** | 6 pm
Moje Menhardt
**Reading night** | 6.30 to 8.30 pm
Johan de Boose (Belgium), Michal Hvorecký (Slovakia), Natasa Kramberger (Slovenia), Thomas Stangl (Austria)
**Concert** | 9 pm
with Palya Bea

**FRIDAY, 21 OCTOBER 2011**
**Location:** MS Stadt Wien
**Panel discussion** | 7pm to 8pm
Freedom of speech in European publishing
Gábor Csordás (Hungary), Éva Karádi (Hungary), Geza Morcsanyi (Hungary), László Szigeti (Slovakia)
Moderation: Gábor Schein (Hungary)
**Readings** | from 8pm
Filip Florian (Romania), Nicol Ljubić (Germany), Ildikó Lovas (Hungary/Serbia), Vladan Matijević (Serbia), Peggy Mädler (Germany), Péter Rácz (Hungary), Gábor Schein (Hungary)

**SATURDAY, 22 OCTOBER 2011**
**Departure of the boat MS Stadt Wien**

You find A38 at Petőfi híd (Buda) and MS Stadt Wien between Szabadság híd and Petőfi híd (Pest).